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Are you faced
with difficult
decisions?

Providing clarity

and vision for life

Do you wonder
what to you
should do next?
Do you miss out
on opportunities
because you’re
not sure if it’s
right for you?

Numerology can
provide greater
clarity and vision
when making
decisions about
your life

T: +44 (0) 1892 836 164
E: info@janealton.com

www.janealton.com
@janealton

/jane.alton.5
Jane Alton Dip.C.S.N.
(Connaissance School of Numerology)
Member of Association Internationale de
Numerologues
Due to Government requirements

all readings are for entertainment purposes only

Do the
numbers
in your
life add
up?

How your Numerology
consultation works

Gain clarity and vision
about your life

Your date of birth and the name on your
Birth Certificate produce a set of numbers
that show your unique mission.
Numerology looks at the ‘stuff’ you carry
around with you and allows you to see what
may appear to be a problem in a whole new
light. What appears to be negative may,
potentially, be very positive.
You’ll gain clarity about what is really going
on, what the universe wants you to do, the
reason certain people may be in your world
and why situations repeat themselves.
After your consultation you will receive:
l A recording of your consultation
l Your Life Map showing your journey
to date and beyond (ages 0-99, like a
detailed weather forecast for your life).
l Your Relationship Chart(s) to help
you understand the connections you
share with the people in your world
and the impact of signifcant events.

Everyone has a unique set of circumstances
and Numerology takes a scientific approach
to the numbers and letters that are unique
to you.

Why should I choose Numerology to
guide me?
We all have free will and Numerology
provides an opportunity to look objectively
at the energies and cycles that are at work
in your life.
Numerology is non-judgemental and allows
you to make informed decisions, based on a
much bigger picture, rather than from fear
or from a feeling of being under pressure.
Gaining an understanding of what you have
been put on this planet to do puts you in
the driving seat and in a position to choose
what is right for you.

Numerology is an ancient science that can:

The natural cycles and trends within your
life can be identified and worked with to
empower you to make the most of your
potential. Numerology can bring great
clarity and vision to all areas of your life:
l
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Relationships
Careers

l

Business opportunities.
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The impact of changing your name

Numerology can guide you with regard to
issues such as:
l
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The impact of new people in your
world

How to change patterns that might
otherwise repeat forever.

Help you to understand your journey
to date and where to go from here

Reveal why your relationships work and why they don’t
Help you to live your life’s mission.

Understanding your personal Numerology
chart can be very empowering. You’ll have
a clear idea of where you’re going and know
how to unleash your potential, have better
relationships and live your life feeling more
in tune with the world.

How much is a
consultation?

You only need to have your numbers
done once - so have them done
professionally!
A full consultation lasts at least three
hours and is about your whole journey,
starting with the unique set of
circumstances you were born into and
includes key relationships along the way.
The fee for this is just £275.
A standard consultation lasts at least two
hours and focuses on your most important
relationship(s) i.e. your partner and
children. The fee is only £175 for this.
The Just about me consulatation lasts at
least an hour and focuses on you, your life
map and the impact of signicant dates and
costs only £100.
Numerology parties
It’s fun to do this with others, to understand
the connections you share and what can be
achieved together. Each person will have a
mini-reading and a Relationship Chart
completed. I will also create a Relationship
Chart to show how everyone at the party is
connected. You can have
a recording of your
individual reading. The
fee is only £30 per
person (minimum of 4).
Will I need to travel far?
Ideally your consultation
will be face-to-face, but it
can be online by video link
or phone.
Jane is based in Kent, so
there may be additional
travel costs if you require a
personal visit.

Clarity, Insight, Vision and Confidentiality

